
Catch Clap 
 

Equipment needed—1 ball 

 Throw the ball up, let it bounce then catch. 5 times. 

 Throw the ball up, let it bounce then catch but before you catch 
it try to clap once. 5 times 

 Now see how many time you can clap before catching the ball  
after 1 bounce. 

 Can you do it clapping once in front then once behind your back 
before catching? 

 

Gold Challenge—Throw bounce catch but can you clap once in front, 
once behind and once under your leg before catching the ball?!!! 

 

 



Pop and Drops 
 

Equipment needed—1 racket, 1 ball. 

 Hit (pop) the ball up to head height. Let it bounce (drop), then continue 
hitting the ball up and letting it bounce counting how many you can do     
before a mistake. Target—get to 5 

 Can you do the same but keep you feet still? 

 

Gold Challenge—Can you alternate the side of the racket you use for each hit? 

 

 



Balance Ball 
 

Equipment needed—1 racket, 1 ball/
beanbag, 5-10 cones. 

 Put the cones out in a line in front of you with 2 big steps between each 
one. 

 Stand next to the 1st cone balance the ball on the strings of the racket. 
Holding the racket on the grip so you can see your fingernails. 

 Walk or quick walk weaving through the cones and back. How many times 
can you do it without dropping the ball.  

 

Gold Challenge—Can you balance the ball so it doesn’t touch the edge of the 
racket whilst doing the challenge?! 



Racket Speed Challenge 
(head, shoulders, knees and toes) 

 

Equipment needed—1 racket. 

 Balance the racket holding the end of the handle so its ‘standing 
up’ with one hand.  

 Using the same hand that is balancing the racket can you touch 
your head and catch the racket before it hits the ground?  

 Next its touching your shoulders, knees, then toes! 

 

Gold Challenge—Can you balance the 
racket only using one finger? 
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